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Jean Paul Mynè treatments are highly 
innovative and technological. 
That is why they are developed 
exclusively for professionals, 
to give anyone visiting the salon 
a unique, once-in-a-lifetime 
experience that no other product 
on the market can replicate.

When a customer trusts you with 
her hair, she expects nothing but 
the best, cutting-edge products used 
skillfully and knowledgeably by expert 
stylists. Jean Paul Mynè’s strategy 
is to attract customers at salons 
and grow the credibility and prestige 
of the top professionals in this sector.

Why in top 
salons only
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Diagnosis and consultation 
are the key to success

Before beginning any treatment, 
it is essential to speak to your 
customer and together decide 
on the solution that best meets 
her needs and lifestyle. 
This is the only way you can fully 
understand and deliver what she 
wants and see the satisfaction 
in her eyes at the end of the 
treatment and her gratitude 
on her following visits to the salon.

Customer satisfaction has always 
been our number one priority. 
To achieve this, it is important 
to begin with a thorough hair 
diagnosis and a professional 
and detailed consultation. 
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Key 
questions

What do you want to achieve 
(hair that is perfectly smooth, 
straight, curly, wavy, restructured, 
shiny, stronger… etc.)?
How do you normally dry your hair 
at home (blow dry and brush, 
with your hands etc.)?
Does your hair often come into 
contact with chlorine or salt water 
(do you do sports or go swimming)?
What don’t you like about your hair, 
what would you like to change?
Would you like to be able to spend 
less time on your hair every morning? 
(the answer to this question 
is almost always ‘yes’).

When you speak to your customer, you must give her your undivided 
attention and carefully examine her hair, the condition it is in, if it is chemically 
treated or damaged, and identify the result she wants together, in order 
to be able to schedule either one single treatment or a series of treatments. 
Only then will you be able to choose the most suitable treatment for your 
customer and deliver an outstanding result using Jean Paul Mynè products. 
To prevent giving customers false hopes, it is essential to explain the reasons 
for the treatment you choose together and the result she can expect from it.
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Hair anatomy

For a better understanding 
of what our haircare treatments 
are formulated to do, it is important 
to know what hair is, what it 
is made of, how it is formed, 
how it dies and how it regenerates 
in each life cycle.

Each of our hairs is enclosed in a hair follicle 
which is embedded at an angle in the surface 
layers of the skin. The hair shaft (the visible 
part) grows within the follicle. At the base 
of the hair follicle is the bulb where the hair 
develops as new cells form. The bulb contains 
a band of blood vessels that is surrounded 
by a special connective tissue, the dermal papilla. 
Only the bulb contains living cells, all the 
other parts, including the shaft, are made 
up of dead cells. 

Hair is made of keratin, a very strong fibrous 
protein: in fact, when hair is unaffected 
by chemical, heat or environmental agents, 
it remains intact for thousands of years. 
At the top of the hair follicle is the sebaceous 
gland which secretes sebum and determines 
the quality of the hair – greasy, normal or dry.

Hair shaft

Hair bulb

Blood vessels

Lymphatie vessels

Hair follicle

Sebaceous gland

Epidermis
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If we section a hair horizontally, 
we can see its structure 
is divided into three parts: 
the cortex, medulla and cuticle.
 

The cuticle is the outer protective layer of hair 
and is made of overlapping flat cells. 
Its job is to protect the shaft from the outside 
environment and its integrity is essential 
for healthy hair. Starting from the inside, 
after the cell wall there is an endocuticle, 
an exocuticle and a layer that is called the A-layer. 
The outermost layer is the epicuticle (Prosepio). 
The cuticle cell is made up of a series  
of keratin layers of different structures. 
There is a lot of amorphous keratin in the A-layer 
and the exocuticle but the proteins in the 
endocuticle, on the other hand, are not as 
strong so can come under attack from enzymes 
and keratolytic substances.

Cortex
This is made up of elongated 
cells which contain the melanin 
that gives hair its colour. 
It is the thickest part of the hair.

Medulla 
This is the central part of the hair 
shaft and is made up of cells that 
have no nucleus, arranged in columns.

Cuticle
This is a thin membrane consisting 
of scale-shaped corneal cells that 
are arranged in layers and are visible. 
The cuticle is very important from 
an aesthetic point of view because 
when it is healthy, hair looks shiny 
and light and its appearance is very 
much enhanced. 

Cortex

Cuticle

Medulla

Cuticle

Cortex

Medulla
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Type and morphology 
of hair

The scales in the shaft are tightly packed 
in the centre but extremely open at the sides 
and the cuticle is particularly strong. 
This mosaic of layers lies along the surface 
of the hair and the shaft, like tiles on a roof, 
with their free edges pointing towards the end. 
A healthy cuticle is more than just a protective 
layer. Most of the sheen that makes healthy 
hair look so attractive is due to the cuticle. 
When the cells in the cuticle are intact, they 
are smooth and shiny, reflecting the light off 

their surface. This, together with the pigment in the 
cortex, gives hair its characteristic appearance*. 
All Jean Paul Mynè treatments focus on the cuticle 
layer of hair. They reach different depths according 
to the hair type and, depending on the treatment, 
restore its natural beauty. 

* Heat, chemical and atmospheric stress reduce
  the number of layers in the cuticle, which can go
  from 10 to just 1-2 layers on lengths and ends.

Hair thickness varies according 
to ethnic group and goes from 
a minimum of 0.06 mm to a 
maximum of 0.1 mm in oriental 
races. Leiotrichous hair (Asian) 
has the largest diameter, followed 
by cymotrichous hair (European), 
while ulotrichous hair (African) 
is generally the finest of them all.

Cuticle
damaged hair

Cuticle
healthy hair
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Ulotrichous hair
woolly and frizzy with a flat section, 
typical of black ethnicities 
(Africans).

Cymotrichous hair
wavy or curly with an oval section, 
typical of Caucasian races 
(Europeans); 

Leiotrichous hair
smooth with a round section, 
typical of Mongoloid races 
(Asians); 

The cuticle of Caucasian hair is 
made up of 8-11 overlapping layers 
of cells along the whole of the shaft. 
Each of these layers is about 0.3 
micron thick, 100 micrometres long 
and 10 micrometres in diameter. 
The cuticle of Afro hair, on the other 
hand, is 6-10 layers thick at the 
sides and has 1-2 layers at the top 
and bottom. 
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Smoothing,
disciplining
and anti-frizz 
treatments

Keratin Plus 
Gold

Keratin Plus 
Adamantium

Keratin Plus 
Infinity

 Keratin Plus 
Infinity Ice
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Keratin Plus 
Gold

Smoothing
Treatment

Ideal smoothing treatment 
for very curly and frizzy 
natural or treated hair.

Benefits

The Keratin Plus Gold treatment 
was one of the first treatments 
that ensured safe, healthy conditions 
for hairdressers, hair and customers 
when smoothing hair and is still
the undisputed leader in the sector 
today. It restores shine, reduces 
volume and makes hair easy 
to style and manage, even at home. 
Releasing minimal fumes, the treatment 
guarantees outstanding results 
even on more difficult hair, leaving 
it looking healthy and feeling great. 
Up to 5 months.

Products required

> Treasures Keratin Plus Shampoo
> Keratin Plus Gold
> Treasures Enhancing Shampoo
> Treasures Longevity Butter
> Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector Intense
> J Premium Flat Iron
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— Final shampoo
Treasures
Enhancing
shampoo

— Treatment
Keratin Plus
Gold

— Flat iron
J Premium

— Conditioning
Treasures
Longevity
Butter
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products required

Watch the video tutorial of the treatment through  
the qr code or on our youtube Jean Paul Mynè channel

— Preparation
Treasures
Keratin Plus
shampoo

— Styling
Hug Enjoyable
Hair Protector
Serum Intense
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step 1
Keratin Plus shampoo
method and 
application times

Apply a sufficient amount of Treasures Keratin Plus shampoo 
to damp hair and massage in gently to create a rich lather. 
Follow the instructions in the table below according to the hair 
type.

Preparatory shampoo

the expert’s tips

Do not rinse hair completely between washes 
(leave about 50% of the lather). 
Rinse thoroughly only after the final shampoo.

* Processing times are given purely as an indication 
and may vary according to the diagnosis. 

Natural, natural afro,  
or coloured afro

Hair type

Natural, natural afro,  
or coloured afro

Coloured or lightened 
up to 50%

Lightened or bleached 
up to or more than 70%

White

Number
of applications

Recommendations 
and processing times*

3/4 applications of Treasures 
Keratin Plus shampoo

2/3 applications of Treasures 
Keratin Plus shampoo

1/2 applications of Treasures 
Keratin Plus shampoo

The use of Keratin Plus Gold 
is not recommended.
Recommended product: 
Keratin Plus Infinity 
or Keratin Plus Infinity Ice

6/8 minutes 
for final shampoo

2/3 minutes 
for final shampoo
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Blow drying 
recommendations

Towel hair dry. To make hair easier to brush during the 
treatment and to get the best results from Keratin Plus Gold 
apply a few drops of Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector 
Serum Intense to damp hair, especially on damaged ends. 
Blow dry following the instructions below for the hair type.

step 2 blow drying

Hair type

Natural

Natural afro

Coloured

Coloured or lightened up to 50%

Lightened or bleached up to or more than 70% 

Recommendations

Dry hair 100%

Dry hair up to 100%

Dry hair up to 100%

Dry hair up to 100%

Keep ends damp
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step 3

Wear protective gloves and carry out the treatment
in a well-ventilated room. Use a comb to divide hair,
sectioning from the forehead to the nape and from ear
to ear to create 4 sections. Shake the bottle then pour
30-50 grams of Keratin Plus Gold treatment into the special 
plastic bowl. The amount of product used varies according
to the length and quantity of hair. Start at the back
of the neck and divide the area into horizontal ½ cm-wide 
sections and apply Keratin Plus Gold treatment using the stiff
Jean Paul Mynè brush. Start 0.5 cm from the scalp
and apply all the way to the ends. Massage each strand
in your hands to help the product penetrate the hair fibres. 

treatment

Recommended 
application times

step 4
After processing time is up, if part of the treatment (see the table), gently rinse out any  
excess product with warm water before blow drying. Hair should be rinsed all over and 
for no longer than 15 seconds. Blow dry hair completely using a brush or freehand,  
ensuring you use a medium drying heat. 
If the hair feels rough, apply a few drops of Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector Serum Intense  
working it through the hair with your fingers. 
If ends require specific protection on account of previous treatments, use Hug Enjoyable Hair 
Protector Serum Intense to provide flat iron heat protection.

post-treatment blow drying

Hair type

Natural

Natural afro

Coloured

Coloured or lightened 
up to 50%

Lightened or bleached 
up to or more than 70% 

Processing time Recommendations

35 minutes

35 minutes

30 minutes

25 minutes

10/15 minutes

Do not rinse off after laying time

Do not rinse off after laying time

Do not rinse off after laying time

After laying time, rinse off 
maximum for 15 seconds

After laying time, rinse off 
maximum for 15 seconds
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step 5

Before using the flat iron, make sure the hair is completely 
dry. Adjust the temperature of the J Premium - Jean Paul 
Mynè flat iron according to the instructions in the temperature 
table. Choosing the right temperature is key to obtaining the 
best results from the treatment. Use a comb to divide hair, 
sectioning from the forehead to the nape and from ear to 
ear to create 4 sections. Start at the back of the neck and 
divide the area into horizontal ½ cm-wide sections using 
a fine-toothed heat-resistant tail comb. Hold the strand taut 
with the special double brush, run the flat iron from the root 
to the ends, checking the result every time to make sure 
the temperature is right and that there is no colour change. 
Increase the number of passes on the more difficult areas 
(back of the neck / regrowth / frontal area). 
After flat ironing the first strands (at the back of the neck), 
check the colour of the hair. If the colour has not changed, 
increase the temperature by 10°/20° until the colour 
is stable or has a maximum change of half a level. 
Any colour fade can be restored with the Navitas Organic 
Touch iorganic pigments in the final stage of the treatment.

Hair type Temperature Number of passes 
needed

high temperature flat ironing

Temperature
table

Natural

Natural afro 

Coloured 

Coloured or lightened 
up to 50%

Lightened or bleached 
up to or more than 70% 

230° C* or lower

230° C* or lower

210° C or lower

190° C a 210° C*

180° C*

At least 10/12 passes depending 
on how the first few strands react

At least 10/12 passes depending 
on how the first few strands react

At least 10/12 passes depending 
on how the first few strands react

7/8 passes depending on how 
the first few strands react

6/7 passes depending on how 
the first few strands react

* The temperatures are given purely as an indication and should always be checked,
taking into consideration the hair structure (medium/fine/thick) and if there is any colour
change in the first strand. Alter temperatures according to the hair diagnosis.
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Recommended 
conditioning

Rinse hair thoroughly with warm water then wash with 
Treasures Enhancing Shampoo without leaving it on. 
Rinse, remove any excess water and towel hair dry. 

— Apply Treasures Longevity Butter to damp hair “as is” 
or mixed with the same quantity of  Navitas Organic Touch 
colour pigment if you want to revive the colour or restore 
any fade after flat ironing. Cover hair with a cap and leave 
under a heat source for 5/7 minutes.
In the event of colour fade use Navitas Organic Touch 
shampoo and Navitas Organic Touch mask in the desired 
colour.

— Rinse with warm water, towel dry and add a few drops 
of Hug Enjoyable Vetiver Oil Intense. Blow dry hair with 
your hands, pointing the air of the hair dryer downwards.

— If ends are stiff or damaged, apply Thermo Repair Perfect 
Ends and flat iron them 3/4 times until the product has been 
completely absorbed and hair feels light.

— Finish off with the chosen Hug styling product.

step 6 shampooing and conditioning

the expert’s tips

For use on dark and light bases up to golden blonde.  
Do not use on light, cool highlights, on bleached  
or super-lightened hair, or on natural, white hair. 
Recommended product: Keratin Plus Infinity  
or Keratin Plus Infinity Ice.

Hair Type
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Disciplines / Reduces volume
Treatment

Keratin Plus 
Adamantium

Treatment shampoo 
that disciplines, reduces volume 
and leaves hair looking
naturally straight.

Benefits

Keratin Plus Adamantium combines 
the smoothing power of the 
Jean Paul Mynè treatments with 
the simplicity of a treatment shampoo. 
Thanks to a special blend of organic 
substances which bond to the keratin 
structure of hair in a couple of simple 
actions and the heating effect of the 
flat iron, this shampoo smoothes, 
regenerates, hydrates and nourishes 
hair for approximately 3 months.

Products required

> Treasures Keratin Plus Shampoo
> Keratin Plus Adamantium
> Treasures Enhancing Shampoo
> Treasures Longevity Butter
> Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector Intense
> J Premium Flat Iron
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— Post color
preparation
Treasures
Enhancing
shampoo

— Treatment
Keratin Plus
Adamantium

— Flat iron
J Premium

— Conditioning
Treasures
Longevity
Butter
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— Preparation
Treasures
Keratin Plus
shampoo

— Styling
Hug Enjoyable
Hair Protector
Serum Intense

Watch the video tutorial of the treatment through  
the qr code or on our youtube Jean Paul Mynè channel

products required
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step 2

step 3

step 4

treatment shampoo
Wear protective gloves and apply a minimum of 50 ml of Treasures Keratin Plus Adamantium 
pure shampoo according to hair lenght. Increase the amount if hair is particularly long.
Apply evenly over the hair and massage in until a thick, rich lather forms. Do not rub the scalp and 
not add water. Always shake the bottle before every application.

processing 
Leave for 10-25 minutes, depending on the desired result (see application table), covering the 
head with a cap. When processing time is up, rinse thoroughly, removing all leftover product.
Dry hair, making sure it is completely dry, using a brush and Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector 
Serum Intense, as needed. 

high temperature flat ironing
 
Use a comb to divide hair, sectioning from the forehead to the nape and from ear to ear to 
create 4 sections. Start at the back of the neck and divide the area into horizontal 1 cm-wide 
sections using a fine-toothed heat-resistant tail comb. Hold the strand taut with the special 
double brush, run the flat iron from the base to the ends, checking the result every time to 
make sure the temperature is right. Make 4-8 passes depending on the desired result 
(see application table) at a temperature of 200° on chemically treated hair and 230° on natural 
hair. Take special care in the more difficult areas (back of the neck / regrowth / frontal area). 
When creating a smooth effect, the treatment ends with the flat ironing.

Only for the anti-frizz 
or volume reduction effect
follow the rinsing and 
hydration treatment

If you are carrying out the anti-freez or volume reduction 
treatment, we suggest you rinse hair with warm water after 
flat ironing. Towel hair dry, apply Treasures Revital Mask or 
Treasures Longevity Butter and leave for 8 minutes. 
When the processing time is up, rinse. 
Dry as desired, using Hug styling products.

step 5 rinsing and hydration treatment 

step 1 preparatory shampoo  
 
Wash hair once with Treasures Keratin Plus shampoo. Rinse and towel dry carefully to remove 
all excess water. If you make the treatment the same day of the color, it is recommended 
to use Treasures Enhancing shampoo for preparation.
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*  Apply 50 ml of Keratin Plus Adamantium for medium long hair and 30 ml of product 
   for short hair.

step application table
Recommended 
application table

Not 
necessary

1° Shampoo

Treasures 
Keratin Plus
shampoo

Flat Ironing

8 passes 
fine strands
1 cm*

2° Shampoo

Keratin Plus 
Adamantium*

Rinse and
hydration

Processing 
time

20/25 
minutes

Rinse and apply  
Treasures 
Longevity 
Butter or 
Treasures 
Revital Mask 
with 8 minutes 
processing time

Treasures 
Keratin Plus
shampoo

4 passes 
medium 
strands
1,5 cm*

Keratin Plus 
Adamantium*

15
minutes

1° Shampoo Flat Ironing2° Shampoo Rinse and
hydration

Processing 
time

Rinse and apply  
Treasures 
Longevity 
Butter or 
Treasures 
Revital Mask 
with 8 minutes 
processing time

Treasures 
Keratin Plus
shampoo

4 passes 
medium 
strands
1,5 cm*

Keratin Plus 
Adamantium*

10
minutes

1° Shampoo Flat Ironing2° Shampoo Rinse and
hydration

Processing 
time

smoothing effect

smoothing effect reduce volume

smoothing effect anti-frizz
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the expert’s tips
If ends are particularly damaged, apply Thermo Repair 
Perfect Ends after drying hair and before flat ironing 
to the ends only.

If hair is very damaged (whatever the desired effect  
- straight, anti-frizz, tamed), reconstruction can be 
boosted by adding one measuring cup (3.5 ml) 
of Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.1 for quantities equal 
to or higher than 50 ml of Keratin Plus Adamantium 
shampoo. After flat ironing, rinse and apply 
Oxilock Plasma Come True N.2 (or later at home with 
Ocrys Hatha Come True). Finish the treatment by drying  
the hair.

For use on dark through to very light bases. Take extra 
care with cool highlights as they may take on a slightly 
yellow tone. Recommended products:
Navitas Organic Touch Blueberry or Navitas Organic 
Touch Blueberry Ice.

Damaged ends

Very 
damaged hair

Hair type
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Smoothing  /  Disciplines  /  Anti-frizz
Treatment

Keratin Plus 
Infinity

Smoothing spray treatment 
that disciplines, reduces volume 
and leaves hair looking 
naturally straight.

Benefits

Specific treatment that smoothes, 
disciplines and repairs all hair types. 
Thanks to the Oxilamine technology@,
it makes hair stronger, healthier
and shinier, as well as smoothing it.
It effectively repairs and replenishes 
the hair structure, while guaranteeing 
intensely smoothed or controlled results, 
depending on the customer’s wishes.
Its special texture makes application 
quick and easy, ensuring maximum 
comfort for the customer and the 
hairdresser, with no need for bowls 
and brushes. Up to 5 months.

Products required

> Treasures Keratin Plus Shampoo
> Keratin Plus Infinity
> Treasures Longevity Butter
> Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector Intense
> J Premium flat iron
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— Treatment
Keratin Plus
Infinity

— Flat iron
J Premium

— Conditioning
Treasures
Longevity
Butter
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— Preparation
Treasures
Keratin Plus
shampoo

— Styling
Hug Enjoyable
Hair Protector
Serum Intense

Watch the video tutorial of the treatment through  
the qr code or on our youtube Jean Paul Mynè channel

products required
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step 4

step 3

step 5

treatment
Wear protective gloves and use a comb to divide hair, sectioning from the forehead to the 
nape and from ear to ear to create 4 sections. Start with the section at the back of the neck. 
Use the special spray dispenser to apply the treatment to the strand, holding it up to 10 cm 
away, combing through and massaging with your hands to ensure that the product is evenly 
distributed through the other sections. The processing time starts when the first section is 
complete. Continue applying to the other sections. Leave for 5-30 minutes depending on the 
desired result. See application table.

drying before flat ironing
Before flat ironing hair, dry it completely using a paddle or round brush, starting from the first 
finished section or freehand. 

processing
Leave for 5-30 minutes, depending on the desired result. See application table.

step 6 rinsing and hydration
Rinse hair thoroughly and apply Treasures Longevity Butter, leaving for 5-8 minutes.

step 1 preparatory shampoo 
Apply a suitable amount of Treasures Keratin Plus shampoo to hair and wash twice without 
completely rinsing hair between shampoos. Rinse thoroughly and dry carefully, following the 
instructions for the desired result. See application table.

high temperature flat ironing
Before using the flat iron, make sure the hair is completely dry. Apply a few drops
of Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector Serum Intense to protect the ends. 
Use a comb to divide hair, sectioning from the forehead to the nape and from ear to ear
to create 4 sections. Adjust the temperature of the flat iron by testing it on the first strand 
(160° white hair / 210° treated hair / 180° very bleached or treated hair / 230° natural hair) 
and start from the section at the back of the neck. Use a double brush to keep the hair aligned 
and enhance the result. See application table.
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smooth effect

J-Premium 
8/10 
passes on 
thin strands 
(0.5 cm)

Rinse and 

Prepare

2 applications 
of Keratin Plus 
Treasure
shampoo.
Dry 100%

Dry

Dry 100% 
using
a round or 
paddle brush 
or freehand

Flat iron with 

Treat

Appy Keratin 
Plus Infinity 
holding it 8 
cm away, 
apply 
generously 
over the 
strand using 
the special 
dispenser

Flat ironLeave

30 minutes

Rinse 
and hydration

apply Treasures 
Longevity
Butter
and leave 
for 5/8 minutes.

reduced volume effect
Prepare

2 applications 
of Keratin Plus 
Treasure
shampoo.
Dry 100%

Dry

Dry 100% 
using
a round or 
paddle brush
or freehand

Treat

Appy Keratin 
Plus Infinity 
holding it 8 
cm away, 
apply 
generously 
over the 
strand using 
the special 
dispenser

Flat iron

Flat iron with 
J-Premium 
6 passes 
on medium 
strands
1,5 cm

Leave

15 minutes

Rinse 
and hydration

Rinse and apply 
Treasures 
Longevity
Butter
and leave 
for 5/8 minutes.

step application table
Recommended 
application table

* Temperature control
  Check the temperature repeating the following instructions:

— white hair180° (lock test)
— bleached hair 180°
— treated hair 210°
— natural color 230°.*
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anti-frizz effect
Prepare

2 applications 
of Keratin Plus 
Treasure
shampoo.
Dry 80%

Dry

Dry 100% 
using
a round or 
paddle brush
or freehand

Treat

Appy Keratin 
Plus Infinity 
holding it 8 
cm away, 
apply 
generously 
over the 
strand using 
the special 
dispenser

Flat iron

Flat iron with 
J-Premium 
3/4 passes 
on medium 
strands
1,5 cm

Leave

5 minutes

Rinse 
and hydration

Rinse and apply 
Treasures 
Longevity
Butter
and leave 
for 5/8 minutes.

 

the expert’s tips

For use on dark through to very light bases. Take extra 
care with light shades as they may take on a yellow tone. 
Recommended products: Navitas Organic Touch 
Blueberry or Navitas Organic Touch Blueberry Ice.

Hair type
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Smoothing spray treatment 
that leaves hair looking naturally 
smooth, even if it is very blonde, 
extremely bleached or white.

Keratin Plus 
Infinity Ice

Benefits

Specific treatment that smoothes and 
repairs light blonde hair (typical of northern 
Europeans), very bleached or white hair. 
Thanks to the Oxilamine technology@, 
the precious formula makes hair stronger, 
healthier and shinier, as well as smoothing it. 
What makes it unique is a precious 
anti-yellow pigment which allows you to treat 
even white or cool blonde hair in total safety, 
as it prevents it from becoming yellow. 
It effectively repairs and replenishes the 
hair structure, while guaranteeing intensely 
smoothed or controlled results, depending 
on the customer’s wishes, and no colour 
change. Its special texture makes application 
quick and easy, ensuring maximum 
comfort for the customer and the hairdresser, 
with no need for bowls and brushes.
Up to 5 months.

Products required

> Treasures Keratin Plus Shampoo
> Keratin Plus Infinity Ice
> Treasures Longevity Butter
> Hug Enjoyable Hair Protector Intense
> J Premium flat iron

Smoothing
Treatment
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— Treatment
Keratin Plus
Infinity Ice

— Flat iron
J Premium

— Conditioning
Treasures
Longevity
Butter
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— Preparation
Treasures
Keratin Plus
shampoo

— Styling
Hug Enjoyable
Hair Protector
Serum Intense

Watch the video tutorial of the treatment through  
the qr code or on our youtube Jean Paul Mynè channel
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g
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products required
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step 2

step 3

step 4

preparatory shampoo 
 
Apply a suitable amount of Treasures Keratin Plus shampoo shampoo and wash twice 
without completely rinsing hair between shampoos. Rinse thoroughly and dry carefully, 
following the instructions for the desired result. See application table.

treatment
Wear protective gloves and use a comb to divide hair, sectioning from the forehead to the nape 
and from ear to ear to create 4 sections. Start with the section at the back of the neck. Use the 
special spray dispenser to apply the treatment to the strand, holding it combing through and 
massaging with your hands to ensure that the product is evenly distributed through the other 
sections. The processing time starts when the first section is complete. Continue applying to 
the other sections.

processing and rinsing
 
Leave for 25-30 minutes (see application table). Rinse lightly for a couple of seconds 
to remove any excess product. 

drying before flat ironing
Before flat ironing hair, dry it completely using a paddle or round brush.

step 5

step 6

high temperature flat ironing
Before using the flat iron, make sure the hair is completely dry. Apply a few drops 
of Hug Enjoyable Hair Protective Serum to protect the ends. Use a comb to divide hair, 
sectioning from the forehead to the nape and from ear to ear to create 4 sections.  
Adjust the temperature of the flat iron by testing it on the first strand (180° white hair 
/ 200° bleached or natural blonde hair) and start from the section at the back of the neck. 
Use a double brush to keep the hair aligned and enhance the result.

rinsing and hydration
Rinse hair thoroughly and apply Treasures Longevity Butter, leaving for 5-8 minutes.

step 1
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step application table
Recommended 
application table

smooth effect

Flat iron with 
J-Premium 
8/10 
passes on 
thin strands 
(0.5 cm)

Prepare

2 applications 
of Keratin Plus 
Treasure
shampoo.
Dry 100%

Dry

Dry 100% 
using
a round or 
paddle brush
or freehand

Treat

Appy Keratin 
Plus Infinity 
Ice holding 
8 cm away 
and saturate 
every strand 
of hair

Flat iron*Process 
and rinse

Leave on for 
30 minutes 
or for 25 
minutes in 
the case of 
white or very 
damaged 
hair, 
then rinse

Rinse 
and hydration

Rinse and apply 
Treasures 
Longevity
Butter
and leave 
for 5-8 minutes.

* Temperature control
  Check the temperature repeating the following instructions:

— white hair 180° (lock test)
— bleached hair or natural color 200°.*
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the expert’s tips
For use on very light, cool bases.Hair type
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Keratin Plus 
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